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ABSTRACT

We say that an object o attracts a user u if o is one of the
top-k objects according to the preference function defined
by u. Given a set of objects (e.g., restaurants) and a set
of users, in this paper, we study the problem of comput-
ing a set of representative objects considering two criteria:
coverage and diversity. Coverage of a set S of objects is
the distinct number of users that are attracted by the ob-
jects in S. Although a set of objects with high coverage
attracts a large number of users, it is possible that all of
these users have quite similar preferences. Consequently,
the set of objects may be attractive only for a specific class
of users with similar preference functions which may disap-
point other users having widely different preferences. The
diversity criterion addresses this issue by selecting a set S of
objects such that the set of attracted users for each object in
S is as different as possible from the sets of users attracted
by the other objects in S. The existing work on representa-
tive objects considers only one of the coverage and diversity
criteria. We are the first to consider both of the criteria
where the importance of each criterion can be controlled us-
ing a parameter. Our algorithm has two phases. In the first
phase, we prune the objects that cannot be among the rep-
resentative objects and compute the set of attracted users
(also called reverse top-k) for each of the remaining objects.
In the second phase, the reverse top-k of these objects are
used to compute the representative objects maximizing cov-
erage and diversity. Since this problem is NP-hard, the sec-
ond phase employs a greedy algorithm. For the sake of time
and space efficiency, we adopt MinHash and KMV Synopses
to assist the set operations. We prove that the proposed
greedy algorithm is ǫ-approximate. Our extensive experi-
mental study on real and synthetic data sets demonstrates
the effectiveness of our proposed techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the Web 2.0 era, increasing amount of spatial data are

manually or algorithmically annotated. This results in a rich
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body of information associated with objects rather than a
minimal flat list of keyword descriptions in the pre-Web 2.0
era. This rich information usually brings about its own sub-
structures (e.g., detailed menu of a restaurant), and may
contain hyperlinks to external documents (e.g., reviews of
the restaurant at various review web sites or social network
sites). Such rich information allows users to refine their
search based on various criteria. For example, a user may
issue a query to find a near by restaurant based on various
criteria such as number of Foursquare check-ins (indicating
its popularity), average rating on Yelp, and its average cost
per person. Similarly, a user looking to buy a house may
issue a query to find houses based on price, size and location
(e.g., profile of the suburb, distance to schools, shopping
centres and transport etc.).

In this paper, we study the problem of selecting t rep-
resentative spatial objects. Consider the example of a real
estate company that maintains a database containing the
properties to be sold and the preferences of the purchasers.
Suppose that the company wants to choose t houses to dis-
play their ads on the walls of the shop or publish on the
home page of their website. These t houses must be chosen
such that they attract a large number of purchasers consid-
ering their preferences such as locations, prices, construction
dates of the houses.

Consider another example where the tourism department
of a city wants to prepare a brochure to promote near by
tourist attractions. Each tourist site has different attributes
such as distance from the city centre, average cost to visit
the site, rating on reviewing websites, and time required
to visit etc. Different tourists may have different prefer-
ences, e.g., some tourists may prefer to visit only near by
sites and may not be too concerned about the associated
costs whereas others may want only the cheap options. The
tourism department needs to choose t tourist sites such that
they attract a large number of tourists considering that dif-
ferent tourists may have widely different preferences.

In this paper, we formalize this problem and propose algo-
rithms to compute representative products. We model each
object (e.g., house, tourist site) as a d dimensional point
where d is the number of attributes associated with the ob-
ject. A user preference can be described by a d dimensional
weighting vector w, where 0 ≤ w[i] ≤ 1 indicates the impor-

tance of the attribute i to the user and
∑d

i=1 w[i] = 1. This
model is widely adopted by existing works related to top-k
queries [18, 22], e.g., a top-k query returns k objects ranked
highest according to a user defined preference function w.

Similar to the existing work, we use reverse top-k queries



Table 1: Coverage
Objects Reverse Top-k
o1 {w1, w2, w3, w4}
o2 {w3, w4, w5, w6}
o3 {w6, w7}

Table 2: Diversity
Objects Reverse

Top-k
centroid

o1 {w1} (0,1)
o2 {w2, w3} (0.3,0.7)
o3 {w4, w5} (0.7,0.3)
o4 {w6} (1,0)

in the definition of representative objects. Given an object
q, a reverse top-k query returns every user preference w for
which q is one of the top-k objects. Note that a reverse
top-k query returns the users that are attracted by the ob-
ject q. The existing work has focused on using reverse top-k
queries in selecting the representative objects. Specifically,
Koh et. al [11] consider coverage and select a set of t repre-
sentative objects that maximizes the total number of users
attracted by the objects. In contrast, Gkorgkas et. al [8]
consider diversity and select a set of objects such that the
objects are different and attract users having a wide range
of preferences. Below, we describe the limitations of both
approaches.

Koh et. al [11] consider coverage and aim at maximizing
the number of users attracted by the selected objects. Con-
sider the example of Table 1 that shows the reverse top-k
(i.e., the attracted users) for three objects o1, o2 and o3.
Assuming t = 2, the set of objects {o1, o2} has the maxi-
mum coverage as it attracts the users w1 to w6. However,
note that these two objects attract similar users. This is be-
cause the users attracted by an object (i.e., its reverse top-k)
usually have similar preference functions, e.g., w1 to w4 are
similar because they are the reverse top-k of the object o1.
Also, w3 to w6 are similar because they are the reverse top-
k of o2. Hence, although the set {o1, o2} attracts a large
number of users, these users have similar preferences. We
argue that it is better to choose {o1, o3} as the representa-
tive set of objects. This is because these two objects attract
two different sets of users and, therefore, are attractive for
the users having a wider range of preferences. Thus, it is
important to consider not only the total number of reverse
top-k users of the objects but also the dissimilarity of the
reverse top-k of the selected objects.

Gkorgkas et. al [8] has taken diversity into considera-
tion. Their work maximizes the sum of pair-wise dissimi-
larities, where dissimilarity between two objects is the dis-
tance between the centroid of their reverse top-k preferences.
Since they only consider diversity, the returned set of ob-
jects may have a low coverage. Consider the example of Ta-
ble 2 that shows the reverse top-k of four objects. Assume
that the weighting vectors are w1 = (0, 1), w2 = (0.2, 0.8),
w3 = (0.4, 0.6), w4 = (0.6, 0.4), w5 = (0.8, 0.2), w6 = (1, 0).
Table 2 also shows, for each object oi, the centroid of its re-
verse top-k preferences. Considering the diversity as in [8],
the two representative products are o1 and o4 because the
distance between their centroids is maximum. Although o2
and o3 cover more user preferences, these objects are not se-
lected because the distance between their centroids is smaller
than that of o1 and o4. Hence, their work may return the
representative objects that are attractive only for a small
number of users.

Inspired by the above, in this paper, we study the prob-
lem of computing representative objects considering both
coverage and diversity. The importance of the coverage and

diversity criteria can be controlled using a parameter α. We
remark that representative skylines [13, 17, 14] also study a
similar problem in the sense that a set of t most significant
objects is returned. However, representative skylines return
the objects considering the pair-wise comparison between
the objects and do not consider the preferences of the users
at all. As a result, it is possible that the objects returned
by the representative skyline may be attractive for a very
small set of users (or no user at all).

Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as
follows:

• We are the first to propose a model for selecting the
representative objects that considers both coverage and
diversity based on the user preference functions.

• We formulate the problem as an optimization prob-
lem of an objective function. We propose to solve
the problem in two phases. We propose three differ-
ent algorithms for the first phase and two algorithms
for the second phase. The problem addressed in the
second phase is NP-hard and we show that one of
our proposed algorithms for the second phase is an
ǫ-approximate algorithm. The other algorithm for the
second phase does not have the accuracy guarantee but
it significantly improves the efficiency using MinHash
and KMV Synopses.

• We conduct extensive experiments on both real and
synthetic data sets and show the effectiveness of our
proposed techniques. The results demonstrate that our
algorithms are efficient and have high accuracy.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews the related works. Section 3 provides the neces-
sary preliminaries. In section 4 we formally define the t-
representative problem. We present a greedy algorithm in
Section 5 and prove it is ǫ-approximate in Section 6. Finally,
we present experimental results in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK
Top-k queries. Top-k queries [18, 22, 16] have been ex-
tensively studied in the past. Tao et. al [18] process top-k
queries based on branch-and-bound search on R-tree index.
Xin et. al [22] propose index method to boost run time per-
formance of top-k query processing. Ilyas et al. [9] give a
comprehensive survey of top-k query processing techniques.
Reverse top-k queries. Reverse top-k queries is first in-
troduced by Vlachou et. al [19]. The size of a product’s re-
verse top-k indicates its potential market and possible profit.
Ge et. al [7] evaluate batch of top-k queries by grouping sim-
ilar queries, which in turn enables the computation of a large
number of reverse top-k queries. Yu et. al [24] address the
problem of processing a large number of continuous top-k
queries. The proposed method relies on a pre-calculated in-
dex of the k-th ranked objects. Vlachou et. al [21] propose
a branch-and-bound algorithm for reverse top-k queries that
based on R-tree index. Cheema et. al [4] propose an algo-
rithm to compute reverse top-k queries in dual space using
the idea of k-upper envelope.

Reverse k nearest neighbors (RkNN) query is a widely
studied problem and is a variant of the reverse top-k query
that only considers the distance attribute. Yang et. al [23]
provide a survey of the most notable RkNN algorithms.



Representative objects. Lin et. al [13] select a set of
skyline representatives, which collectively dominate as many
distinct points as possible. This work maximize coverage.
Tao et. al [17] select a set of representative skyline points
that best describe the skyline contour. This work maximize
diversity. Magnani et. al [14] take both the significance
(sigmoid significance) of all the records and their diversity
(skyline edit distance, namely the number of skyline records
in between) into account, and select representative skyline
points that maximize the sum of significance and minimum
distance to other skyline points.

Top-m influential query [20] finds the m most influential
products based on the influence score, which is the cardinal-
ity of a product’s reverse top-k user preference. The selected
products have significant impact in the market individually.
Lin et. al [12] study the problem of determining a set of
most demanding products. In this work, products are not
ranked according to user preferences. Instead, a product is
acceptable as long as the product is below a threshold de-
fined by a user. They also assume all qualified products have
equal probability to be selected by a user, and calculate the
potential profit of a product by summing up the chances
it is selected across all users. This work considers coverage
only. Koh et. al [11] select a set of products that collectively
covers the maximum possible number of reverse top-k. This
work considers coverage only. Gkorgkas et. al [8] select a
set of products that are most diverse to each other based
on centroid of reverse top-k. This work considers diversity
only.
Other related works. Diversification of the results also
has received significant attention in the past few years [25,
5, 10]. Drosou et. al [5] study the problem of result di-
versification based on dissimilarity and coverage. In their
definition, the neighbors of an object, i.e., the objects ly-
ing at distance no more than a threshold are considered as
similar to the object. A diverse subset selected for a query
result contains objects such that: 1) each object in the result
is represented by at least one similar object in the diverse
subset, and 2) none of the objects in the diverse subset are
similar to each other. Indyk et. al [10] consider efficient
construction of composable core-sets for diversity and cov-
erage maximization problems. A core-set is representative
in the sense that an approximate solution to the whole data
set can be obtained from the core-set only.

3. PRELIMINARIES

3.1 Top-k and reverse top-k queries
Given a d-dimensional space Rd, we have a set of data

objects P , where each object p ∈ P is described by a d-
dimensional point p = {p[1], · · · , p[d]} in Rd. Here, p[i] ≥ 0
for 1 ≤ i ≤ d describes an attribute of the data object p.

In addition, we have a set of weighting vectors W, where
each weighting vector w ∈ W is described by a d-dimensional
vector w = {w[1], · · · , w[d]} in Rd. Here, w[i] ≥ 0 for 1 ≤
i ≤ d describes the relative weight of the i-th attribute of
data objects in P . As a widely accepted convention, we
assume

∑d

i=1 w[i] = 1. The score of an object p considering

a preference function w is s(p,w) =
∑d

i=1 p[i] · w[i].

Definition 1 : Top-k query. Given a set of data objects
P , and a query weighting vector w, a top-k query retrieves a
set of data objects Sk(w) such that Sk(w) ⊆ P , |Sk(w)| = k,

and ∀p1, p2 : p1 ∈ Sk(w), p2 ∈ P − Sk(w) it holds that
s(p1, w) ≤ s(p2, w).

Definition 2 : Reverse top-k query. Given a set of
data objects P , a set of weighting vectorsW, and a query ob-
ject p ∈ P , a reverse top-k query retrieves a set of weighting
vectors Sk(p) ⊆ W such that a weighting vector w ∈ Sk(p)
if and only if ∃p′ ∈ Sk(w) for which s(p,w) ≤ s(p′, w).

3.2 MinHash
MinHash is a technique for estimating Jaccard similarity,

firstly introduced by Border [3]. Given a set of elements V
and a hash function F : V → V that defines a random or-
dering over V. Let Fmin(V) be the minimum element in V
with respect to F . Given two randomly chosen sets V1 and
V2, and let J (V1,V2) be the Jaccard similarity of V1 and
V2. The probability that Fmin(V1) = Fmin(V2) is equal
to J (V1,V2). Let r be a random variable that is 1 when
Fmin(V1) = Fmin(V2), and 0 otherwise, then r is an un-
biased estimator of J (V1,V2). However, r has too high a
variance to be useful for estimating J (V1,V2). The idea of
MinHash scheme is to reduce the variance by averaging sev-
eral variables constructed in the same way. In other words,
given N hash functions Fi, where i ∈ [1, N ], and let n be
the number of Fis that has Fmin

i (V1) = Fmin
i (V2), then

J (V1,V2) can be estimated by n
N
.

3.3 KMV synopsis
The k minimal values (KMV) technique is first proposed

by Bar-Yossef et al. [1] to estimate the number of distinct
values in a data stream. Suppose h is a pair-wise indepen-
dent hash function which randomly maps the values onto
the range [0, 1] and h(vi) 6= h(vj) for any two different val-
ues vi and vj . A KMV synopses of a set D of values, denoted
by LD, keeps k smallest hash values of the elements in D.
Then the number of distinct values in D, denoted by D̂, can
be estimated by D̂ = k

L(k) where L(k) is k-th smallest hash

value. Bayer et al. [2] systematically investigate the prob-
lem of distinct value estimation under multi-set operations.
They show that D̂ = k−1

L(k) is an unbiased estimator.
Multi-set Union. Consider two sets A and B, with their
KMV synopses LA and LB of size kA and kB, respectively.
Let LA ⊕ LB be the set comprising the k smallest values in
LA ∪ LB, where k = min(kA, kB). Then the set L = LA ⊕
LB is the KMV synopses of A ∪ B. The number of distinct
values in A∪B, denoted by D̂∪, can be estimated as follows:

D̂∪ =
k − 1

L(k)
(1)

4. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Consider a set of objects P and a set of user preferences

represented by weighting vectors W. Let p1, p2 ∈ P be two
objects. Given a positive integer k, let Sk(p1),Sk(p2) ⊆ W
be the sets of reverse top-k user preferences of p1 and p2,
respectively. We define the distance d(p1, p2) between p1
and p2 as:

d(p1, p2) = 1−
|Sk(p1) ∩ Sk(p2)|

|Sk(p1) ∪ Sk(p2)|
(2)

Equation (2) is defined based on Jaccard similarity that
is a widely used similarity measure for sets. Note that



d(p1, p2) ∈ [0, 1]. When Sk(p1) and Sk(p2) has no common
elements (i.e., user preferences), d(p1, p2) = 1, and when
they are identical, d(p1, p2) = 0.

Problem 1. t-diversity problem. Given a set of data
objects P, a distance function d that measures the dissimilar-
ity between two data objects, t-diversity problem is to select
a subset Sd ⊆ P of size t such that:

Sd = arg max
Sd⊆P

|Sd|=t

dmin(Sd) (3)

where dmin(Sd) is the minimum pair wise distance between
any two data objects in Sd, defined as:

dmin(Sd) = min
pi,pj∈Sd

i6=j

d(pi, pj) (4)

An optimal solution of t-diversity problem selects t data
objects Sd maximizing dmin(Sd). Intuitively, t maximum di-
verse objects should serve t groups of users with their unique
preferences. t-diverse problem can be seen as a dispersion
problem [6] which is to select a number of points out of a
set of given candidate points, such that the minimum dis-
tance between pairs of the selected points is maximized. It
is proved that p-dispersion problem is NP-complete [6] by
transformation to the clique problem.

Problem 2. t-coverage problem. Given a set of data
objects P, a set of weighting vectors W, a positive integer
k, t-coverage problem is to select a subset Sd ⊆ P of size t

such that:

Sc = arg max
Sc⊆P

|Sc|=t

c(Sc) (5)

where c(Sc) is the proportion of W covered by Sc (e.g., belong
to some Sk(p) for p ∈ Sc), formally defined as:

c(Sc) =
|
⋃

pi∈Sc
Sk(pi)|

|W|
(6)

An optimal solution of t-coverage problem selects t data
objects Sc maximizing c(Sc). Intuitively, t maximum cover-
age objects should collectively be favoured by as many users
as possible. t-coverage problem can be seen as a set cover
problem. As each data object p is associated with a set of
weighting vectors Sk(p), which is a subset of W, selecting Sc

is equivalent to selecting a set of subsets of W such that as
many weighting vectors as possible should belong to at least
one Sk(p) for p ∈ Sc. Hence, t-coverage problem is NP-hard.

Problem 3. t-representative problem. Given a set of
data objects P, a set of weighting vectors W, a positive in-
teger k, a non-negative weight α, t-representative problem is
to select a subset Sr ⊆ P of size t such that:

Sr = arg max
Sr⊆P

|Sr|=t

( α · dmin(Sr) + (1− α) · c(Sr) ) (7)

Note that t-representative problem is the same as t-coverage
problem when α = 0 and is the same as t-diversity problem
when α = 1. Hence, t-representative problem is also NP-
hard.

5. ALGORITHMS AND TECHNIQUES
A fundamental component for computing representative

objects is to compute reverse top-k sets of the objects. Hence
we propose a two phases approach: 1) in the first phase,
we compute reverse top-k sets for all objects excluding the
objects that have empty reverse top-k sets (Section 5.1); 2)
in the second phase, we use the reverse top-k sets to select t-
representative objects (e.g., Sr ⊆ P) via a greedy algorithm
(Section 5.2).

5.1 Computing reverse top-k
We use R∗-tree to index P and W. It is well known that

only the objects that are in k-skyband can have a non-empty
reverse top-k set [4]. Hence, we first use BBS [15] algorithm
to compute k-skyband points from P , and store these ob-
jects in a main memory R∗-tree. Next, we present three al-
gorithms to compute reverse top-k sets using the k-skyband
objects.
Reverse top-k query based algorithm. A straight for-
ward algorithm is to calculate reverse top-k using the exist-
ing branch-and-bound reverse top-k algorithm [20], for each
k-skyband object. This can be improved. Given a point
p, let D(p) denote the set of points that dominate p. Note
that if Sk(p

′) for any p′ ∈ D(p) is empty, then Sk(p) is also
empty (see Theorem 1 in [20]). Therefore, we calculate re-
verse top-k of the k-skyband points p in the order that they
are reported by BBS, and we proceed to reverse top-k cal-
culation via BBRA [21] algorithm only if D(p) is not empty.
Top-k query based algorithm. We note that BBRA [21]
needs to calculate top-k objects for many preferences to get
Sk(p) for a single object. When BBRA is invoked for multi-
ple objects, there are redundant computations of top-k ob-
jects. Hence, a better way is to calculate top-k Sk(w) for all
the preferences w ∈ W, and add w to Sk(p) if p ∈ Sk(w). In
this algorithm, we compute top-k objects for each preference
w using a branch-and-bound search on R∗-tree.
Near brute force algorithm. We notice that the number
of k-skyband objects is significantly smaller than the total
number objects. We compute the reverse top-k of these ob-
jects as follows. For each w, we iterate through all k-skyband
objects p, and calculate the score s(p,w). We maintain a size
k heap, and keep only the best k objects. At the end, we
add w to Sk(p) if p remains in the heap. This algorithm is
almost a brute force algorithm except that it considers only
the objects in the k-skyband.

5.2 Selecting representative objects
Since t-representative problem is NP-hard, we propose a

greedy algorithm that iteratively selects a object that maxi-
mizes the value of α·dmin(Sr)+(1−α)·c(Sr). Note that both
dmin(Sr) and c(Sr) require a lot of set operations. When
|Sk(p)| for candidate point p is large, these set operations
would become the bottleneck of Sr computation. In our first
algorithm, we compute the exact set operations. Whereas,
in the second algorithm, to speed up these set operations,
we employ MinHash for dmin(Sr) calculation, and employ
KMV Synopses for c(Sr) calculation. Note that the second
algorithm approximates the set operations but is more effi-
cient.

6. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyse the approximation ratio of the



proposed greedy algorithm. We remark that this analysis
is applicable only for the case when the exact computation
of set operations is conducted and not when MinHash and
KMV Synoposes are used to approximate the set operations.

Theorem 1. The proposed greedy algorithm is ǫ-approximate
for some ǫ ∈ [min( 1

t
, 1
|Sk(p1)|

), 1].

Proof. When t = 1, t-representative problem becomes
t-coverage problem. Since the proposed greedy algorithm
select the object p that has |Sk(p)| ≥ |Sk(p

′)| for all p′ ∈ P ,
the solution is optimal (i.e., ǫ = 1).

For t > 1, let Sr = {p1, · · · , pt} be the set of t objects
selected by the proposed greedy algorithm, and let So

r =
{po1, · · · , p

o
t} be the optimal solution to the t-representative

problem. The proximation ratio ǫ can be obtained by:

ǫ =
α · dmin(Sr) + (1− α) · c(Sr)

α · dmin(So
r ) + (1− α) · c(So

r )
(8)

=
α · dmin(Sr) +

(1−α)
|W|

· |
⋃

pi∈Sr
Sk(pi)|

α · dmin(So
r ) +

(1−α)
|W|

· |
⋃

po
i
∈So

r
Sk(poi )|

(9)

If we can find a pair pi and pj in Sr such that Sk(pi) and
Sk(pj) are identical, we know that c(Sr) = c(So

r ) = 1, and
dmin(Sr) = dmin(S

o
r ) = 0. Hence we have ǫ = 1.

If Sk(pi) differ each other by at least one user preference
for all pi ∈ Sr, Sr may or may not be the optimal solution.
Without lose of generality, let |Sk(p1)| ≥ |Sk(pi)| for i ∈
[1, t], and |Sk(p

o
1)| ≥ |Sk(p

o
i )| for i ∈ [1, t]. We can get:

ǫ ≥
α · (1− |Sk(p1)|−1

|Sk(p1)|
) + (1−α)

|W|
· |Sk(p1)|

α · 1 + (1−α)
|W|

· (t · |Sk(po1)|)
(10)

≥
α · (1− |Sk(p1)|−1

|Sk(p1)|
) + (1−α)

|W|
· |Sk(p1)|

α · 1 + (1−α)
|W|

· (t · |Sk(p1)|)
(11)

=
|Sk(p1)|

2 + α · (|W| − |Sk(p1)|
2)

t · |Sk(p1)|2 + α · (|W| · |Sk(p1)| − t · |Sk(p1)|2)
(12)

The derivation1 is:

|W| · (t− |Sk(p1)|)

(t · |Sk(p1)|+ (|W| − t · |Sk(p1)|) · α)2
(13)

Now we have 3 cases:

1. When t = |Sk(p1)|, ǫ is lower bounded by 1
t
.

2. When t > |Sk(p1)|, this is a monotonically increas-
ing function, and ǫ is lower bounded by a value ∈
[ 1
t
, 1
|Sk(p1)|

], depending on the value of α.

3. When t < |Sk(p1)|, this is a monotonically decreas-
ing function, and ǫ is lower bounded by a value ∈
[ 1
|Sk(p1)|

, 1
t
], depending on the value of α.

7. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present our experimental evaluation.

All algorithms are implemented in C++, compiled by g++
with flag -O3. The experiments are run on a 32-bit PC with
Intel Xeon 2.40GHz dual CPU and 4GB memory running

1Obtained from quotient rule, d
dα

(

u
v

)

=
v du

dα
−u dv

dα

v2 .

Table 3: Experimental settings
Parameter Values

|W|
10k, 20k, 30k, 40k, 50k (small)
100k, 200k, 500k, 1000k (large)
100k, 200k, 500k (house)

|P|
10k, 20k, 30k, 40k, 50k (small)
100k, 200k, 500k, 1000k (large)
147043 (house)

d
3, 4, 5
6 (house)

k 5, 10, 20, 30, 50
t 5, 10, 15, 20, 30
α 0.2, 0.5, 0.8

Debian Linux. As moderate data sets may be completely
loaded in main memory, we use main memory R∗-tree with
4kB pagesize, and we evaluate CPU time mainly. For the
cases where disk-based index may be used, we also report
the number of page requests.
Algorithms We compare Reverse top-k query based algo-
rithm (RTK), Top-k query based algorithm (TK) and Near
brute force algorithm (NBF) for phase one. We also com-
pare greedy selection using exact set operation (ESO) and
MinHash and KMV Synopses based set operation (MK) for
phase two. Note that the overhead of creating MinHash and
KMV Synopses for use by the process of MK is also evalu-
ated, and denoted as OH.
Data sets We use both synthetic and real data similar to
those used in [8]. Specifically, we use two synthetic data
sets, namely uniform and anti-correlated. For the uniform
data set, the data object values for all dimensions are gener-
ated independently using a uniform distribution. The anti-
correlated data set is generated in the same way as in [8].
We also use the same real data set HOUSE that consists
of more than 147,043 6-dimensional tuples, representing the
percentage of an American family’s annual income spent on
6 types of expenditure: gas, electricity, water, heating, in-
surance, and property tax. For the data set W, we use
a clustered distribution to simulate different types of user
preferences.
Parameters Main parameters and values used are speci-
fied in Table 3, default settings are in bold. We have 100
randomly generated hash functions for MinHash. We use
Golden ratio multiplication as the hash function for KMV
Synopses and we keep 17 smallest values.

7.1 Effect of |W|
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Figure 1: Effect of |W| (in 1000) (small uniform)

Figure 1 shows the effect of |W|. This experiment is con-
ducted on small uniform data set. In phase 1 (Figure 1(a)),
NBF is several times faster than RTK, the fastest among the
3 algorithms. It also scales the best compared with the other
two. Table 4 shows the number of page requests in phase 1.
We can see that the IO cost demonstrates similar trends as



Table 4: Number of page requests
|W| RTK TK NBF

10,000 327123 642 642
20,000 586712 954 954
30,000 908755 1272 1272
40,000 918044 1603 1603
50,000 1492885 1930 1930

in CPU time. We omit report of IO cost in later experiments
as they are always similar to the CPU time of phase 1. In
phase 2 (Figure 1(b)), despite the overhead of computing
MinHash and KMV Synopses (OH), MK runs much faster
than ESO. Although OH demonstrates linear growth with
|W|, it scales much better than ESO. MK process demon-
strates almost no growth. The score of the results selected
by MK is very close to ESO, and ESO achieves almost the
maximum possible score (note that the maximum possible
score is one). As our default setting for α is 0.5, the diversity
part(e.g., α · dmin(Sr) is around half of the weighted score.
In this experiment, the use of MinHash and KMV Synopses
does not affect the quality of selected results much.
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Figure 2: Effect of |W| (in 1000) (large anti-
correlated)

Figure 2 shows the effect of |W| on large anti-correlated
data set. We can see that this group of figures demon-
strates similar trend to Figure 1. The reason that NBF and
MK scale even better in this experiment is not because of
the cardinality, but the data distribution. We remark that
∑

p∈P |Sk(p)| = k · |W| is the same for any data distribu-
tion. For anti-correlated data sets, the number of points in
k-skyband is much larger compared with uniform data sets.
Although |Sk(p)| is smaller on average, the dominating fac-
tor is still the number of k-skyband points. Therefore, both
in phase 1 and 2, the scalability of RTK and ESO are even
worse compared with the experiments on uniform data set.

Due to space limitation, we omit experiments on effect of
|P| as increasing |P| with fixed |W| is equivalent as decreas-
ing |W| with fixed |P|.

7.1.1 Effect of d
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Figure 3: Effect of d (small anti-correlated)

Figure 3 shows the effect of d. We can see that the cost
of RTK grows significantly compared with the other two.

ESO slightly grows as the number of non-empty Sk(p) grows
with the number of k-skyband points when d increases. Due
to the inaccuracy of KMV Synopses, the coverage score of
MK results are sometimes only half of the ones selected by
ESO. In contrast, the diversity scores of MK looks identical
to the ones of ESO. This is because, as d grows, diversity
is easier to achieve, especially on anti-correlated data sets,
while coverage is harder to achieve.

7.1.2 Effect of k
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Figure 4: Effect of k (house)

Figure 4 is conducted on the real data set, HOUSE, and
shows the effect of k. Both NBF and TK are not much
influenced by k. However, RTK grows fast with k. In phase
2, MK including overhead scales much better than ESO. In
Figure 4(c), there is a slight growth of coverage score along
with k for both ESO and MK. This is because with larger
k, the size of Sk(p) is larger on average, and hence easier to
achieve coverage.

7.1.3 Effect of t
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Figure 5: Effect of t (small uniform)
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Figure 6: Effect of t (small anti-correlated)

Figure 5 (conducted on small uniform data set) and Fig-
ure 6 (conducted on small anti-correlated data set) show
the effect of t. ESO is faster on uniform data set because of
the smaller number of k-skyband points, despite the larger
size of Sk(p) on average. We can also notice that it is eas-
ier to achieve coverage but harder to achieve diversity on
uniform data sets, and that it is easier to achieve diversity
but harder to achieve coverage on anti-correlated data sets.
Hence, with increasing t, diversity score drops while cover-
age score remains high on uniform data set, and coverage
score increases while diversity score remains high on anti-
correlated data set.



7.1.4 Effect of α
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Figure 7: Effect of α

Figure 7 shows the effect of α on uniform data set, anti-
correlated data set, and real data set. The figures clearly
demonstrates the effectiveness of α on controlling the weight
of diversity score and coverage score. It is clear that coverage
scores were sacrificed for diversity scores with large α.

7.1.5 Significance of phase 2 time
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Figure 8: Percentage of phase 2 time

Although we introduced MinHash and KMV Synopses to
speed up set operations and save space, we also encourage
exact set operation in some cases. For example, space lim-
itation may not be an issue with nowadays hardware when
the data set is of moderate size. Also, when the proportion
of CPU time on set operation is not dominant, exact set op-
eration may be considered as it has theoretical guarantees
(Section 6).

Figure 8 shows the percentage of phase 2 time of all the 6
algorithms2 on uniform data set (Figure 8(a)), anti-correlated
data set (Figure 8(b)), and real data set (Figure 8(c)). Note
that, selection time is identical for RTK-ESO, TK-ESO and
NBF-ESO, overhead is identical for RTK-MK, TK-MK and
NBF-MK. Selection time for RTK-MK, TK-MK and NBF-
MK are also identical. However, their proportions are too
small to be visible. We distinguish the overhead time for
computing MinHash and KMV Synopses because this part
is critical when considering reduce time and space cost by
sacrificing accuracy.

Within the range of our experiments, it is clear that NBF
is faster than both RTK and TK. The fancy pruning tech-
niques of RTK and TK does not seem to justify their per-
formance, and this is because they are designed for single
query processing, but here when applied in our problem,
they actually introduce redundant computations compared
with NBF.

8. CONCLUSION
Given a set of objects and a set of user preferences, we

address the problem of selecting a set of t representative ob-
jects that maximize the number of attracted users having
widely different preference functions. The existing working

2(3 for phase 1) × (2 for phase 2)

consider only one of diversity and coverage criteria whereas
we consider both of the criteria. We divide the problem in
two phases and propose several algorithms for each phase.
Specifically, we propose three algorithms for the first phase
and show that a bruteforce approach works better than ex-
isting fancier algorithms. For the second phase, we propose
two algorithms. One computes exact set operations and have
higher accuracy. While the other computes approximate set
operations sacrificing the accuracy but has better efficiency.
The second phase of the problem is NP-hard and we prove
that our proposed greedy algorithm is ǫ-approximate. We
conduct extensive experiments to demonstrate the effective-
ness of our proposed techniques.
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